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The Chair,  

My fellow colleagues, 

Diplomats and Officials, 

Business Leaders and Exporters, 

Participant from home and abroad, 

Ladies and gentlemen. 

 

Assalamu Alaikum and a very good afternoon to you all. 

 

I welcome you all to the inaugural ceremony of the 21st Dhaka International Trade Fair 

(DITF) – 2016. I also extend my best wishes the countrymen marking the New Year 2016. 

The Ministry of Commerce and Export Promotion Bureau have jointly been organizing 

this fair for the last 21consecutive times. It is, in fact, now a recognized centre of international 

trade and commerce. It has given Bangladeshi entrepreneurs and business bodies an 

opportunity to connect themselves with the world business community, and also prove their 

capacity building in the field of productivity, trade and commerce. 

 I hope they will be able to improve the quality of their goods and products, and 

diversify them; and create new opportunities to export them.  

The history of business connectivity between our region and the rest of the world is 

very old. Our “Maslin” was a world famous product being admired at different Kings’ palaces 

abroad. Our jute, leather, and agriculture-products were used as raw materials at mills and 

factories in Europe. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

We are steadily advancing in the fields of socio-economy, trade and commerce. 

Bangladesh is now a recognized role model for developing world.  

Bangladesh is doing better not only than that of developing countries, but also doing 

well in comparison to some developed countries. Bangladesh now tops on the development 

index in South Asia and over SARC countries in many fields.  

Despite world economic depression and financial crises, Bangladesh persistently 

retained the GDP growth at 6.2 percent. Last year it was 6.53 percent, and hope it will exceed 

7 percent in current year.  

During the last year of Jamat-BNP regime, per capita income was US$ 543; whereas it 

is now US$ 1 thousand 314, and 50 million people rose to middle-income stage from lower-

income position. At the same year, the rate of poverty was 41.5 percent. We have reduced 

rate of poverty to 22.4 percent. In 2006, the rate of extreme poverty was 24.2 percent, and 

now it has come down to 7.9 percent.  

During the last 7 years, public and private sectors secured a combine total of 15 

million jobs. The rate of inflation is now at around 6 percent. 
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Now Bangladesh economy ranks 45th and 33rd in terms of GDP and purchasing capacity 

respectively. And we have transformed ourselves from a lower income country into a lower-

middle income country.  

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

After the independence our export market started with several million dollar and limited 

items. But, now our export market has widened up to an extent of great achievement.  

Now we export 729 items to 192 countries. In 2005-2006 fiscal year, income from 

export was only US$ 10.53 billion, whereas in the last year it was US$ 31.3 billion. Our 

remittance has exceeded US$     16 billion; and reserve has reached over US$ 27 billion.  

According to Price Waterhouse Coopers, Bangladesh economy -  the first among “Next 

Eleven” - will overtake western economies in 2050 provided that Bangladesh maintains the 

present level of development.  

As per research report of SAARC Development Goals: Bangladesh Country Report 2013 

(SDGS), Bangladesh has achieved tremendous success in alleviating poverty comparing to 

other South Asian countries. 

City Investment Research and Analysis has put Bangladesh in the prime position as one 

of the rapid advancing country.  

IMF, The Wall Street Journal, and JP Morgan have ranked Bangladesh in the premiere 

position and added to the list of rapid growth achieving countries. Our target is to raise our 

export earning to US$ 60 billion by 2021. 

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

We have given importance to export-dependent growth. In this regard, we undertook 

different initiatives and brought about changes in our export policies in order to make export 

activities easier, cost-saving, diversified, and effective consistent with our strategic 

development goals. We formulated Export Policy 2015-2018. We have also finalized Import 

Policy 2015-2018 in line with our Export Policy, and make it suitable to time and task.  

We have launched Automation Program under Export Promotion Bureau to facilitate 

issuance of GSP Certification and stop fake certificates.  

Besides these, different initiatives and programs were taken to diversify and increase 

volume of exports. To this end, we have sanctioned 35 billion Bangladeshi Taka in cash in the 

budget of 2015-2016 fiscal year with an objective to encourage and finance export of non-

traditional items.  

A lump grant of 100 million BDT was allocated for training in promising plastic industry. 

BDT 250 million was allocated to Foreign Trade Institute for research and training.  

A project of taka 228 crore named “Agri-business Trade Competitiveness” is going on 

to assist small entrepreneurs and businesspersons involved in internal and export business.  

We will construct a permanent International Fair Centre on 20 acres of land at 

Purbachal. For which primary work of a Chinese assisted Bangladesh-China Exhibition Centre 

costing taka 796 crore is under construction.  

Besides these, we have taken initiatives to build 100 Economic Zones around the 

country, and work is going on in 16 Economic Zones.  

We have undertaken initiative to build an ultra-modern Industrial Park on 550 acres of 

land in Baushia, Gajaria Upazila under Munshiganj District. 253 factories will be built on it. Its 

estimated cost is US$ 2.3 billion.   

This Industrial Park will facilitate employment opportunities for 3 lakh people. BGME 

and one Chinese Investment Company have signed a primary agreement on it.  

Dear audience,  

Bangladesh discharged its responsibility as LDC Coordinator for the year 2015. It gave 

us better opportunity to place our interest related demands more vigorously during WTO’s 

negation. As a result, Bangladesh was waved off WTO’s TRIPS treaty obligations until 31 July 

2021. Subsequently, Bangladesh also got waver under Pharmaceuticals TRIPS. 
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Besides these, Bangladesh along with other LDC members received meaningful 

commitment on commercial and legal protections at the WTO Ministerial Conference held in 

Nairobi, Kenya on 15-18 December.  

Dear business people, 

Now international trade is a very challenging and competitive task than before after the 

advent of WTO.  

Because of the reduction of import tariffs, the scope of opportunities under preferential 

trade scheme and tariff -free access to markets in developed countries are getting shrunk day 

by day.  

The hard reality is ahead. Public and private sectors must initiate new knowledge based 

qualitative strategy to cope with the changes taking place in arena of international trade and 

commerce. You will have to be well-informed of these changes consistently and persistently to 

withstand the pressure of these inevitable challenges. 

We have to diversify our export, discover new markets for traditional and non-

traditional goods. We have to be efficient and effective in managing our business internally 

and internally. We will have to be competitive and qualitative without any failure. We must 

strive to constantly produce the best goods and give best services to our clients. We must take 

special care about the standard of our goods, its branding, and productivity.  

It will be easier and beneficial for us if we could export goods under our own brand. I 

hope it will surely help further increase the volume of export, and also create new markets 

abroad. 

We are traditionally an agro-based economy. It has its demand abroad. Find out new 

markets and diversify it for finished agricultural commodities, both traditional and non-

traditional.   

Research and study are two main parts of our quality management and constant 

improvement. We have to develop further our management skill to remain competitive in the 

realm of growing competition, and challenge any future debacles and crises in the world 

arena.   

Government does not do business. It is you to do that. We will do our part to ensure 

business environment.  Our Government is constantly pursuing an export friendly policy in 

terms of laws, rules, procedures, and financial assistance and infrastructure, and security. We 

will strive to do so in the days ahead too.  

We will have to be skilled and knowledge oriented in order to strengthen our capacity-

building to overcome various subtle non-tariff barriers, and sustain and survive accordingly.   

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I strongly believe that Bangladesh must appear with status of a middle-income country 

in the economic map of the world by 2021, and ensure a dignified place for us in future 

provided we can ensure the current pace of growth and development. Inshallah!  We will be 

able to build a hunger-free Golden Bangla of the Father of the Nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. 

I hope the business people, industrialists, exporters, importers, researchers, and 

technologists from home and abroad will be able to have better ideas on the latest 

technological innovation and business concepts from this month-long Dhaka International 

Trade Fair.  

With these few words, I declare this month-long Dhaka International Trade Fair open.   

Khoda Hafez 

Joi Bangla, Joi Bangabandhu 

May Bangladesh Live Forever. 

... 


